FRENCH BOMB FIN ASSEMBLY, AIR INFLATABLE RETARDER, COMBINED SYSTEM, TYPE 200 F

Ordnance used with:
TYPE 200A, AIR INFLATABLE RETARDER

U.S. PROPELLING CHARGE, 155-MM, M4A1

Ordnance used with:
M121A1, 155-MM, GAS, VX OR GB
M804, 155-MM, PRACTICE
M107, 155 MM, HE
M110, 155 MM, GAS, H OR HD
MK 2A4, PERCUSSION PRIMER

N.E.W. 6.16 KG
U.S. PROPELLING CHARGE, 155-MM, M4A2

Ordnance used with:
M692, 155-MM, HE, ADAM
M731, 155MM, HE, ADAM
M795, 155-MM, HE
M804, 155-MM, PRACTICE
M107, 155 MM, HE
MK 2A4, PERCUSSION PRIMER
M107, 155 MM, HE
N.E.W. 6.21 KG

YUGOSLAV SIMULATOR, BLAST, M81

N.E.W. 65.00 G
U.K. CHARGE, DEMOLITION, EXTRUDABLE, DEMEX 400

N.E.W. 200.00 G

U.S.S.R. LINE CHARGE, BDT

N.E.W. 117.60 LB
U.S.S.R. SIGNAL FLARE, 50-MM, LO51

ITALIAN DEMOLITION CHARGE, 200 G.

N.E.W. 200.00 G
ITALIAN DEMOLITION CHARGE, 500 G

N.E.W. 500.00 G

SPANISH FIRE BOMB IGNITER, WP, MODEL UNKNOWN

Ordnance used with:
EMBI, BOMB, NOSE/TAIL, IMPACT
FRENCH CHEMICAL ATTACK SIMULATOR, SIMULTITOX

U.S.S.R. ROCKET MOTOR, NMF-2D
U.S.S.R. ROCKET MOTOR, MODEL UNKNOWN

IRAQI IMPROVISED DEMOLITION MUNITION (BICYCLE WHEEL/HOOVER DEVICE)

Ordnance used with:
TD 641, TIMER, DEMOLITION
MDL UNK, TIME & POWER UNIT (FOR BICYCLE WHEEL/HOOVER...